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(Communicated by Lawrence Gray)

Abstract. It is well known that the expected values {Mk(X)} , k > 1 , of

the k -maximal order statistics of an integrable random variable X uniquely

determine the distribution of X . The main result in this paper is that if {X„ } ,

n > 1, is a sequence of integrable random variables with lim„_oo Mk(X„) = ak

for all k > 1, then there exists a random variable X with Mk(X) = ak for all

k > 1 and Xn-► X if and only if ak = o(k), in which case the collection

{Xn} is also uniformly integrable. In addition, it is shown using a theorem

of Miintz that any subsequence {Mk.(X)} , j > 1 , satisfying 53 1/kj — °°

uniquely determines the law of X .

1. Introduction

The distribution of a random variable X is uniquely determined by its char-

acteristic function 4>x and, if X has finite mean, is also uniquely determined

by the expected values of the /c-maximal order statistics of X

Mk(X) := E ( max XA ,       XX,X2,..., i.i.d. Xj » X,

a result due to Hoeffding (see [4]). For a sequence of random variables {X„}
the classical continuity theorem says that if lim,,_00</>;t'„(r) = <f)(t) for all t,

then a necessary and sufficient condition that (p be a characteristic function for

some random variable X (and that Xn -^-+ X) is that 0 be continuous at zero.

The main result of this article is the following analog of the continuity theorem

for the expected extremes {Mk} .

Theorem 1.1. Suppose {Xn}, n > 1, are integrable random variables such that

lim„_>00 Mk(X„) = ak exists and is finite for all k > 1.   Then there exits a

random variable X with Mk(X) = ak for all k > 1 and X„ —» X if and only

if ak = o(k), in which case {Xn} is also uniformly integrable.

This note is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the proof of the main

theorem. Section 3 contains an improvement of the Hoeffding result showing
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that the distribution of X is determined by any subsequence {Mk.(X)} , j > 1,

satisfying Y^l/kj = oo. Section 4 contains applications to the asymptotic

theory of extreme order statistics.

2. Proof of main theorem

Throughout this note all random variables will be assumed to be integrable

and defined on the same probability space (Yl,&~, P). Also N denotes the

natural numbers; EX the expectation of the random variable X ; x V y and

x Ay the maximum and minimum of x and y, respectively; |x| the absolute

value of x ; Xn -> X convergence in distribution in the sense of [1]; 1(A)

the indicator function of the set A ; S(x) the Dirac (probability) measure with

unit mass on x; and F~x the generalized (upper) inverse of the cumulative

distribution function F , i.e.,

F~x(ß) = sup{x:F(x)<ß}.

For an integrable random variable X and positive integer k ,\¡ X and f\k X

denote random variables with distributions of (Xx v- --\/Xk) and (Xx A- • -/\Xk),
respectively, where Xx, X2, ... are independent with the same distribution as

X (that is, \Jk X is distributed as the k-maximal order statistic of X and has

distribution function Fk , where F is the d.f. for X), and Mk(X) := E(\Jk X)

and mk(X) := E(/\kX). Observe that, since EX is finite, so are Mk(X)
and mk(X) for all k e N, in contrast to the situation in classical moment

theory where finiteness of the first moment does not imply finiteness of higher

moments.

The proof of the next lemma is routine and left to the reader.

Lemma 2.1. (a) The following are equivalent :

(i)   {Xn}nem is uniformly integrable.

(ii)   {V* X„}neN is uniformly integrable for all k e N.
(iii)   {j\kXn}n€m is uniformly integrable for all k e N.

(b) The following are equivalent:

(i)   X„-^X.

(ii)   V* XH-^MkX for some ken.

(iii)   {V* XH -£+ \lk X for all ken.

(iv)   ¡\k X„ -£♦ f\kX for some keN.

(v)   /\kXn^+AkX for all keN.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose X is an integrable random variable with distribution F.

Then

(i)   Mk(X) = - j°ooFk(x)dx + j™(l-Fk(x))dx = k Jo1 F-X(t)t"-X dt for

all keN;

(ii)   Mk(X) = Et,(-l)1+1(")^W and mk(X) = El,(-l)/+1(*)A/,(*)
for all ken;

(iii)   Mk(X) = oik) and mk = oik) ;
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(iv)   Mk+x(X) - Mk(X) < Mk(X) - Mk_x(X) and mk(X) - mk+x(X) <
mk_x(X) - mk(X) for all k > 1, with equality throughout if and only if
X is degenerate;

(v)   Y = X if and only if Mk(Y) = Mk(X) for all ken.

Proof. Conclusion (i) is a well-known consequence of integration by parts and

Fubini's theorem, (ii) follows easily by the "inclusion-exclusion principle"

Xi V X2 V • • • V Xk = XX H-h X¿ - ^ X,, A X,2 + ^ X,-, A X/2 A X/3

i'i jii'2 i'i , ¡2, h distinct

-± Xi A X2 A ■ • • A Xk

and the fact that Xx, X2,... (in the definitions of Mk and mk) are i.i.d. (iii)

follows easily from (i) (in fact if E\X\P < 00, then Mk(X) and mk(X) are
both o(kxlp) ; cf. [3, 4]). (iv) is an easy exercise, (v) is Hoeffding's result.   D

The next lemma is the key tightness tool in the proof of the main theorem;

its conclusion for arbitrary subsets J ç N is used in §3.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose E(Xn) -+ a, where -00 < a < 00. Then for all J ç N, if

sup„ey Mk(X„) < 00 (or infnej mk(Xn) > -00) for some k > 2, then all of the

quantities supneJE\X„\, supneJ \M2(X„)\, and sup„eJ \m2(Xn)\ are finite and

the sequence {Xn}n€J is tight.

Proof. If sup„6y Mk(X„) < 00 for some k > 2, then also sup„e/ M2(Xn) < 00,

since, for all n, M2(X„) < Mk(X„). Since Mx(Xn) —> a and since for each

ne J

[     XndP + P(Xn < 0)E(Xn) < M2iXn),
Jx„>o

there exists a finite constant K such that EÍX+) < Ä^ + sup„6y M2iXn). There-

fore, since

E(Xn) = E(X:)-E(X-)^a,

it also follows that sup„ey E(X~) < oc , so sup„€y ^l^l < 00, which implies

(by Markov's inequality) that {Xn}n€J is tight.

The proof will be completed once it is shown that infn€j m2(X„) > -00, for

then

-00 < inf m2(X„) < s\xpm2(X„) < supM2(Xn) < 00.
"£J neJ neJ

But, by Lemma 2.2(ii), m2(Xn) = 2E(X„) - M2(X„), so

inf m2(Xn) > -2supE\Xn\ - supM2(Xn) > -00.   D
n*J n€J neJ

The hypothesis k > 1 in Lemma 2.3 may not be weakened to k > 1, as can

be seen by letting k = 1 and considering {Xn} satisfying P(Xn = n) = \ =

P(Xn = -n).
If sup;..€N sup„6y Mk(X„) < oo, then {Xn}„çj is even uniformly bounded

from above a.s. On the other hand, the hypothesis of Lemma 2.3 is not enough

to imply uniform integrability, even for nonnegative random variables.
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Example 2.4. Let {Xn} satisfy P(Xn = n) = 1/n = 1 - P(Xn = 0). Then

Afjt(X„) = "(1 - (1 - l/n)k) -> k as n —> oo, so sup„ Mk(Xn) < oo for each A:,
but {A',,} is not u.i.

(This example also shows how in Theorem 1.1, if ak ^ o(k), it can happen

that X„ -¥-+ X = 0, but not with ak = Mk(X).)

Proof of Theorem 1.1. First suppose ak = o(k). Lemma 2.3 (with J = N)
implies that sup„ E\X„\ < oo and that {Xn} is tight. It will now be shown that

{X„} is uniformly integrable. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that

(1) lim sup sup /      XndP>0.
A-.00       n    Jx„>X

Then there exist sequences Xm —> oo and nm —> oo and b > 0 satisfying

(2) / X„m dP =:bm>b   for all m e

Let pm = P(X„m > Xm) ; then pm > 0 by (2), since b > 0. Since {X„} is
tight and Xm —> oo,

(3) lim pm = 0.
m—»oo

For each m e N let cm = bm/pm and dm = E[(XHm - bm)/(l - pm)] and

define Ym by P(Ym = cm) = pm = 1 - P(Ym = dm). Observe that, for all m ,

cm>Xm>dm, EYm = EXnm , and

(4) \dm\ < 3supE\X„\ =: L < oo   for sufficiently large m.
n

By the conditional version of Jensen's Inequality,

(5) Mk(Ym) < Mk(Xnm)   for all k, m en.

Next calculate Mk(Ym) = cm(l - (1 -pm)k) + dm(l -pm)k , so by (2)-(4)

liminfA4(Tm) > kb - L,
m—too

which by (5) and the hypothesis Mk(X„) —» ak implies that

ak>kb-L   for all k e N.

But since b > 0, this contradicts the assumption that ak is o(k). Hence

( 1 ) does not hold, so lim sup^^ sup„ ¡x >x X„ dP < 0. The argument to show

> 0 is analogous, and together these imply that {Xn} is uniformly integrable.

To show that X„ converges in distribution, since {X„} is tight, it is enough

to show (cf. [2, p. 346]) that if {X„m} and {X„m,} are any subsequences with

X„m -£+ X and X„m, -^ Y, then X = Y. By Lemma 2.2(v) it suffices to

show that

(6) Mk(X) = Mk(Y)   forallfceN.

For fixed k Lemma 2.1(a) implies that {\/k Xn}ne?¡ is uniformly integrable

(and hence that {V^ X„m } and {V^ X„m,} are uniformly integrable) and Lemma

2.1(b) implies that yk X„m -^+\JkX and V* XHm, -^+ \Jk Y, so (by [1, The-

orem 5.4, p. 32]) Mk(X) and Mk(Y) are both finite and limm_00 Mk(Xnm) =
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Mk(X) and linw^o MkiX„m,) = MkiY). Since lim,,^«-*, MkiX„) = ak, this
establishes (6) and shows that MkiX) = ak for all k .

Conversely, suppose there exists a random variable X with MkiX) = ak for
Gíp

all k > 1 and Xn —► X. Since EX = MX(X) = ax is finite, ak is o(k) by

Lemma 2.2(iii), and uniform integrability of the {Xn} follows as before.   D

3.  DETERMINACY OF MÜNTZ SUBSEQUENCES OF EXPECTED EXTREMES

The main purpose of this section is to use a theorem of Müntz to prove
the following improvement of Hoeffding's result Lemma 2.2(v): for a differ-

ent strengthening, showing that sequences of expectations of nonextreme order

statistics also suffices to determine the distribution, see [9]. In [4] this notion of

determination of a distribution by its expected extremes is generalized in defin-

ing a partial order <e on the class of finite-mean distributions by Fx <e Fy iff

MkiX) < Mk(Y) for all k.

Theorem 3.1. For integrable random variables X and Y the following are equiv-

alent :

(i)  X=Y.
(ii)   Mkj(X) = Mkj(Y) for all j, for some distinct {kj} ç N with £ l/kj =

00.

(iii)   Mk(X) = Mk(Y) for all ken.
(iv)   mkj(X) = mkj(Y) for all j, for some distinct {kj} ç N with £ l/kj =

00.

(v)   mk(X) = mk(Y) for all ken.

Proof. To see (ii) => (i), fix positive integers kx <k2< ■■■ satisfying £ l/kj =

oo and suppose that Mk (X) = Mk.(Y) for all j > 1, where X and Y are inte-

grable random variables with distributions F and G, respectively. By Lemma

2.2(i), ¡}\F-l(t)\dt and ¡¡ \G~x(t)\dt are both finite and

/ tk'~xF-x(t)dt= [ tk'-xG~x(t)dt   forall;>l.
Jo Jo

LeX f and g be the L,[0, 1] functions defined by f(t) = tkl~xF-x(t) and
g(t) = tk'~xG~x(t), and define the signed measures p and v by p([0, t]) =

Jof(x)dx and u([0, t]) = fÔg(x)dx. Then

/ **'-*' d(p(t) - i/(0) = 0   for all j > 1.
»/o

Thus the bounded linear functional A on C[0, 1] defined by A(</>) =

/0 <f)(t)d(p(t) - vit)) vanishes on the set of functions <*>"■*■ for all j > 1.

By Müntz's theorem (cf. [7]), since £/>i l/(kj - kx) = oo, the collection

{r*-'~kl};>i has dense linear span in C[0, 1], so A is the zero functional and

p = v. Taking Radon-Nikodym derivatives, this implies F~x =G~X for almost
all f e [0, 1], and this implies that F = G.

Clearly (i) =$■ (iii) =$■ (ii), and conclusions (iv) and (v) follow similarly.   D
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Remark. Müntz's theorem states that the divergence of £ 1 ¡kj is also a nec-

essary condition for the functions {tk>} to be dense in C[0, 1]. An analogous
statement is also true here, but this is not needed for the results in this paper.

If 53 1 /kj < co , then there are distinct random variables X and Y such that

MkjiX) = MkjiY) for all;.
The combined results of Theorems 1.1 and 3.1 may be summarized as fol-

lows.

Theorem 3.2. For all sequences of integrable random variables {A„}„6N the fol-

lowing are equivalent :

(i) lim„_oo Mk(Xn) = ak exists and is finite for all j, for some distinct

{kj} Ç N with kx = 1, and Yl l/kj = oo and akj = o(k¡).
(ii)   lim„_oo MkiXn) = ak exists and is finite for allk e N and ak = oik).

(iii) limn_00 mk(Xn) = ßk exists and is finite for all j, for some distinct

{kj} ç N with kx = I, and J2 l/kj - oo and ßk = o(kj).
(iv)  lim„_00 mkiX„) = ßk exists and is finite for all k en and ßk = oik).

(v) There exists an integrable random variable X such that Xn —► X and

\xmn^E\Xn\ = E\X\.

(vi) There exists an integrable random variable X such that Xn —► X and

{Xn}nm is uniformly integrable.

The determinancy results Theorem 3.1 (ii) and (iv) allow kx to be arbitrary,

whereas in the convergence results Theorem 3.2(i) and (iii) the requirement that

kx = 1 cannot be dropped, essentially since the conclusion of Lemma 2.3 may

then fail.

Example 3.3. Let {Xn} satisfy P(Xn = -n) = n~2^ = 1 - P(X„ = 0).

Then MX(X„) = EXn -» -oo, Mk(Xn) -* 0 for k > 1 and I„ ^ 0 (so

sup„ E\X„\ = oo and Mx(Xn) ■+> MX(X)).

In the other direction, if Xn-> X , the hypotheses E\X„\ —» E\X\ or {Xn}

u.i. may not be weakened to EXn -» EX and {Xn} tight, as the following

example shows.

Example 3.4. Let {Xn} satisfy P(Xn = 0) = 1-1/« and P(Xn = n^2) =

P(Xn = -n^2) = \n , and let P(X = 0) = 1. Then X„ -^ X and EXn = 0 =

EX for all n , and {X„} is tight, but M2iX„) = y/ñ - (2»/«)-1 -> oo, while

M2iX) = 0.

4. Applications

Theorem 1.1 allows convergence in distribution to be demonstrated purely

by analyzing the "maximal moments" {Af^}. For example, to show X„ -»

U[0, 1], it is sufficient to show that Mk(Xn) —> k/(k + 1) for all k (or in fact,
just for a "Miintz subsequence" {kj}). Similarly, to show central limit theorem

results, the problem is to show convergence of the expected extremes to those

for, say, a N(0, 1) random variable. In the case of convergence to a constant
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X = p, the criteria Mk(X„) —> Mk(X) simply reduces to showing Mk(X„) -► p
and Theorem 1.1 can be used to give an alternative combinatorial-based proof

of the weak and Li law of large numbers.
The existential conclusion of Theorem 1.1 can be applied to the asymptotic

theory of extreme order statistics as in [5]. Let Xx, X2, ... be i.i.d. with c.d.f.

F, let Z„ = max{Xx, ... , Xn}, and let Yn = g„(Zn), where g„: R -» R is
monotone increasing. A basic question in this theory is: Under what conditions

on F and {g„} does Yn —► Y for some random variable F? The standard

classical setting (e.g., [5]) is the linear case g„(x) = (x-an)/bn , but the maximal

moment method applies equally well to general gn . By Theorem 1.1a sufficient

condition for the existence of such a F is that Mk(Yn) —> ak for some finite

{ak} satisfying ak = o(k). By the monotonicity of g„ and the i.i.d.-ness of

the {Xj},

Mk(Yn) = E[gn(Znk)].

In the classical setting, if F is the uniform distribution on (0,1) and

g„ix) = H(x-l), then Mk(Yn) = nE[Znk-l] = -n/(nk+l) - -1/k = Mk(Y),
where Y has c.d.f. ex for x < 0. Thus Theorem 1.1 implies that

n(Z„ - 1) -^ Y

(cf. [5, pp. 64-65]).
For the uniform distribution again, taking nonlinear gn = nix2 - 1), the

analogous implication of Theorem 1.1 is

niZ2-l)^2Y.

Since Znk = F~xiUnk), where Unk has c.d.f. H(t) = tnk, 0 < t < 1, a

change of variables implies that

(7) MkiYn)= ( gnoF-xiu)nkunk-xdu= f gno F-Xitxln)ktk~x dt
Jo Jo

(from which it can readily be seen that the oik) property of the {ak} depends

heavily on the values of F"' near 1; that is, it is essentially a tail property).

Thus if g„ o F~x(txl") converges nicely to an increasing h(t), then

Mk(Yn)^ [ h(t)ktk~x dt = E[h(Uk)].
Jo

Using this observation, Theorem 1.1 can be applied both to general nonlinear

g„'s (e.g., gn = F" shows the well-known fact that F"(Zn) is uniform on

(0, 1)) and to the classical linear case to also yield facts about convergence of

expected values as in the following proposition (cf. [8]). In this application

Mk(Y„) cannot be calculated explicitly, since F is not specified exactly.

Proposition 4.1. Let F be the c.d.f. of a random variable X such that E(X~) <

oo, esssup X = oo, and for some y > 0

(8) lim ^^jf? = x~y   for all x > 0.
V  ' t^oo   1 -Fit)
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Then Zn/F x(l - 1/n) converges in distribution and is uniformly integrable if

and only if y > 1. If y > 1, the limiting distribution is Hy(x) = e~x~y for
x>0.

Proof. Let Yn = Zn/F~x(l - 1/n), and set h„it) = F~litlftt)/F-lil - 1/n).

By (8) and ess sup A' = +oo,

(9) lim A„(í) = (-lnO-1/'.
n—»oo

By (7) (with g„ix) = x/F~x(l - 1/n) and k = 1), (9), and Fatou's lemma,

liminf£|F„| > lim inf EY,n> ( (-Inf)"
Jo

xl->dt.

This last integral is infinite if and only if y < 1, so for y < 1, {Y„} is not
uniformly integrable.

Observe by Lemma 2.2(i) that Mk(Hy) = J0l(-In t)~x»ktk~x dt < oo for

y > 1. By Theorem 1.1, to complete the proof of the proposition it suffices to

show that for y > 1

(10) lim  i hn(t)ktk-x dt = f (-lnt)-xlyktk~x dt.
n^°° Jo Jo

Set p = F(0) < 1, and observe first that since E[X ] = Jß \F x (u)\ du < oo,

(11)
rp" nknnk~x ip

yo   hnit)ktk~x dt\ < F_1([_ 1/y|) yo |F-'(«)| du -+ 0   as« 00.

Since the functions hnit)ktk  'I^n j)(t) are uniformly bounded and converge

to (-lnt)~xlyktk~xI(o^)(t), bounded convergence implies

(12) / hn(t)ktk~x dt ^ [ (-lnt)~xlyktk'xdt   for all S < 1.
Jp« Jo

Finally, to check that

I /•'
/   hn(t)ktk-xdt

\Js
(13) lim lim

<5_»1 n->oo
= 0,

use the representation (see [5, Appendix III])

rx e(y)
L(x) = «(x)exp u;^}

of the slowly varying function L(x) = xy(l - F(x)) to show that for ô suf-

ficiently close to 1 there exist constants K and c,y < c < 1, such that for

sufficiently large n

hn(t)<K[n(l -txl")]-xlc   for all i€ (a, 1).

Equation (10) follows from ( 11 )-( 13).   G
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